Welcome to Mrs. Slanchik’s Class!
Room 102

Reading
Currently we are reading a fantasy story called The Magic Finger. You should see what we’ve been reading about for our research paper that we’re writing! Just ask a student in 102 and they’ll fill you in!

Writing
Would you believe that we’re writing letters to local companies? This is all part of a research project and our service learning project! Stay tuned for more details!!!

Social Studies
We’re ready to launch into our Black History unit. Students will be researching a famous African American, writing a report, and presenting to the class! We are going to learn so much together!

Math
Did you know that some punctuation is necessary in math?! That’s what we’re learning about in math right now!!! Keep learning those multiplication facts!!

Science
Have you heard about the instruments the third graders will be making? SOUNDS like a cool idea!!!